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Officers drawing below Us. 100	. * LG, lie. 1 pins
38£°/o temporary increase.
Interior servants	. .	.. LG. Re. 0-12-0.
Officers   visiting   Provincial   Headquarters,   such   as Bombay. Madras, Delhi, etc.. and recognised Hill Stations,
should receive 1| daily allowance instead of the double allowed at present.
Mileage.
Hoirble Ministers	..	.. LG. He. 0-10-0.
Officers drawing Rs. 500 and above    .. LG. Re. 0-8-0.
Officers drawing between Rs. 200 and     LG. Re. 0-4-0. Rs. 499.
Officers drawing below Rs. 200	.. LG. Re, 0-3-0.
Inferior servants	. „	.. O.S. Re. 0-2-0
plus  50%  temporary increase.
The saving for all allowances mentioned above will be Rs. 91.27 lakhs.
Entertainment Allowance.—Catering for the Chief Minister is done at present by the Amira. The sums expended on this account in the past have been very high. Owing to the Chief Minister's efforts, expenditure has recently been brought down to Rs. 49000 a month. We have recommended that the Amira should be abolished, so that the present arrangements cannot continue. On account of the Hyderabad tradition, the Chief Minister, we are told, is expected to entertain on a lavish scale and to have a large number of guests. Members of the Government of India, Government of India officials and others, all expect to be put up by him when they visit Hyderabad. It seems to us quite clear that expenditure by Government on catering cannot continue. It would be desirable to give the Chief Minister a fixed allowance. Clearly, we cannot recommend anything like Rs. 330Q0. The scale of entertainment must be cut down substantively and also the number of guests who come to stay. Most people who visit Hyderabad on official duty draw travelling and halting allowance* and there is no reason why they should not spend what they get rather than enjoy the Chief Minister's hospitality. On principle, a sum of

